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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: When the French Revolutionary and the Napoleonic Armies conquered the main part of 
Europe, they found unknown or badly known vegetal and animal species. The French naturalists, 
particulary the so-called « agronomists », led by botanists and zootechnicians and supported by the 
financial and political impetus from the State, shaped an ambitious “Policy of nature”. They imported 
new species of plants and animals from the occupied territories to introduce them in France. The 
biological regeneration of French herds and French agriculture was the main goal of this policy. An 
unidirectional circulation from all the European continent towards France occurs between 1799 to 1815. 
But the continental blockade in 1806 cut off the supply of some raw material like sugar, indigo or cotton. 
Then, at the continental scale, in the most adapted spaces of its Empire, the Napoleonic State 
implemented an impressive policy of naturalizing and acclimating exotical vegetal species from 
worldwide. About this unprecedented circulation of vegetal and animal species within “French Europe”, 
one can address many questions: How was it organised? On which circuits and networks did it rely? 
What was precisely the role of the French state in that biological challenge? At last, why were the results 
of that biological policy so disappointing? 
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1.  

During the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Empire (1789-1815), the circulation of 
animal and vegetal species quickly increased throughout the European continent. Three 
events, intrinsically connected with the geopolitical evolution, created new conditions for the 
circulation of species.  

In the second half of the 18th century, French naturalists (interested in zoological and 
veterinary matters) thought that the national herds of useful animals (ovine, bovine and 
equine herds) were totally degenerated. But customs barriers prevented the European 
mercantilist states from introducing new species in large quantities. With the military conquest 
of most of Europe by the French revolutionary and Napoleonic armies, the customs barriers 
were removed and it became much easier to set up a wide-ranging policy of regeneration of 
the national herds at low cost. A great wave of animal species—precious Merino sheep from 
Castile, stallions from the Ottoman Empire and Prussia, buffalos from Italy, cows from the 
Netherlands, Switzerland and Italy—began to flow from many parts of Europe to a common 
destination: France. 

But, two others events deeply changed the rules of the scientific game during the Napoleonic 
Empire. The continental blockade, which began in 1802, and the control of the seas by the 
Royal Navy, after its naval victory at Gibraltar over the Franco-Spanish fleets in 1805, put an 
end to trade between the continent and the colonies. The impact of these geopolitical events 
concerned more botany than zoology. Of course, the import of English stallions was prohibited 
all over Europe but, more importantly, the great botanical expeditions overseas stopped and 
the collection of exogenous plants and seeds became impossible. The main consequences 
were on the textile and sugar industries: the manufacturers no longer received cotton and 
dyeing plants and the consumers had to go without sugar. That’s why the Napoleonic State 
requested its scientists to find a solution to the loss of colonial commodities. If the production 
of sugar from beetroots is well known, the attempts at acclimatization of the cotton and 
dyeing plants in the Mediterranean areas of the Empire are quite unknown. 

With a situation of permanent war for 20 years, it became more and more difficult to produce 
enough food in the Empire. The Napoleonic State had to feed the largest army ever (around 
680,000 soldiers in 1812, before the Russian campaign) and, from 1817 onwards, many civilian 
people could no longer stand such hardships and protested against the Napoleonic order. For 
the first time since 1800, finding and supplying cheap commodities became a priority. The 
state encouraged the production of leguminous plants, potatoes, swedes and other roots. But, 
once again, what they aimed at was to acclimatize those species, and have them consumed by 
as many people as possible. 

How did the Napoleonic State take up those scientific challenges—the regeneration of animal 
species which the country needed, the replacement of colonial products with home-made 
products and a solution to food shortage—largely due to the geopolitical situation? 

The imperial administration set up, in the territories which had been conquered, an ambitious 
agricultural policy, mainly designed by an elite of “agronomists.” Thouin, Parmentier, Huzard, 
Tessier, Cels, Vilmorin, among others, gave direct advice to the State as members of the 
Agricultural Section of the General Committee of Agriculture, Art and Trade, an advisory organ 
of the Ministry of the Interior. This Agricultural Section regarded itself as a joint venture 
between the political and scientific spheres. Indeed, being members of the National Institute, 
teaching at the Museum of National History or at the Veterinary School of Alfort, these 
agronomists, whose advice guided the agricultural policy of the State, were so prestigious that 
they could easily mobilise international agronomic think tanks. 
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Upon their advice, the Napoleonic State reopened the great experimental institutions set up 
by the Ancien Régime and closed during the Revolution. Thus, the veterinary schools of Lyon 
(founded in 1761) and Alfort (1766) were completely remodelled by the Imperial Decree of 
January 15th, 1813. Now only the school of Alfort was considered first class; the future 
“veterinary doctors” had to study for five years whereas the “veterinary marshals” had only to 
study for three years. The latter were formed in the four second-class schools. Lyon had been 
downgraded from first to second class and three new second-class schools were created in the 
departments which had been annexed: Turin, Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle) and Zutphen (in the 
Upper Yssel). The graduates from these five veterinary schools were assigned to the 
departments to carry out the prefects’ mission to improve the breeds of animals and fight 
epizootic diseases. An elite of veterinary doctors and zoo-technicians who had graduated at 
Alfort were required to teach veterinary art and design the policy of regeneration of useful 
animals. 

Besides the veterinary schools, national breeding institutions were opened or reopened. By 
the decree of July 4th, 1806, the Emperor, upon the advice of the Bureau of Agriculture, 
reestablished national stud farms: a network of 6 stud farms, 30 depots and two schools 
covered the territories under the control of the Empire. These stud farms and depots had the 
best stallions from all the breeds which were declared qualified to regenerate the local ones. 
Of course, those stallions no longer came from Britain, as they had done since the mid-18th 
century because the decree of Thermidor 13th, Year IX (August 1st, 1805) had banned their 
import but new breeds were introduced on a large scale, such as the Arab stallions, brought 
back from the Egyptian expedition of 1798 and popular with the light cavalry and the Emperor 
for their sprightliness. The breeds from the Ardennes and Brittany, whose stamina and 
hardiness made wonders in the transportation and artillery regiments which used them as 
saddle or semi-draught horses were put into general use, just like the German breeds which, 
after the battle of Iena in 1805, successfully replaced the French draught breeds used by the 
heavy cavalry until then. So it was within the stud farms and depots that an unprecedented 
crossbreeding of horses was carried out. It is also there that the hybridisation of breeds was 
experimented, one of the most famous being an attempt at improving saddle and semi-
draught Ardennais horses by crossbreeding them with Arab stallions. 

This was also true for sheep farming. The national sheep farm of Rambouillet which had been 
founded in 1786 was reopened. Ten other national sheep farms were created between 1800 
and 1808 so as to keep and breed Merinos brought back from Spain when the country was 
conquered. State sheep farms were established throughout the continent. All of them had to 
preserve the purity of Merino sheep from the Leon region, through the selection and 
reproduction of the animals. Spanish shepherds were even recruited before a sheep farming 
school opened in 1800. Once they had enough herds of acclimatized Merinos, a few sheep 
were sold at auction to private farmers. The latter then started improving their own stock by 
crossbreeding them with Merinos. Crossbred herds thus appeared; their wool was not as good 
as that of pure Merinos but it was much better quality and produced in larger quantities than 
that of traditional breeds. Besides improving local herds, the aim was mainly to produce the 
fine and cheap wool demanded by sheet manufacturers. Reducing the cost of production in 
national manufactures, dispensing with costly imports of Merino wool from Spain and 
producing high quality sheets—needed in particular for the Grande Armée— was what 
prompted the breeding of sheep with methods which were more and more scientific and 
better and better suited to the needs of industry. 

Finally, as far as plants are concerned, another network uniting experimentation and transfer 
of scientific discoveries was established in all the departments of the Empire. The National 
Museum of Natural History and the Jardin des Plantes were at the heart of the system. There, 
André Thouin gave lessons to botanists and experimented on the acclimatization of exotic 
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plants. But he promoted the practical application of discoveries as well as research: he 
founded and ran schools which were more intended for gardeners than for scientists. At the 
School of Fruit Trees and Common Plants, for instance, acquiring scientific knowledge about 
plants was considered less important than knowing how to use them in a garden. Still, Thouin 
did not only insist on the utilitarian aspect of education at the Museum; he also fostered 
scientific research. His main object was to acclimatize plants which were considered useful, 
whatever their use: plants for the industry or plants grown to feed humans or animals. Even 
more important, the Jardin des Plantes next to the Museum of National History was 
established as the nerve center of a vast network of national nurseries. 

In each important park of the Paris region experimental nurseries were established which were 
directly run by the Ministry of the Interior. They were “destined to gather and generally 
multiply all the sorts of fruit, either from the Paris region, or from the rest of the country or 
even from foreign countries which are worth being grown.” Just like with horses, the object 
was to collect all known species so that they could be used in all the departments of the 
Empire. A directive from Chaptal, the Minister of the Interior, invited each prefect to establish 
a nursery in his department. The national nurseries were to send to these departmental 
nurseries specimens of plants and seeds from new species which were worth being 
acclimatized. The latter were thus an interface between research and its transfer to private 
individuals since when it was confirmed that a new species could be acclimatized there, they 
could sell new seeds or give them for free to those individuals. 

Animal and vegetal experimentation was thus carried out within the various national 
institutions with a double aim: first, to collect, introduce and acclimatize new species; second, 
try to hybridize or crossbreed species or breeds.  But how could scientific and experimental 
research be applied locally? How spreading agronomical knowledge from the scientifical level 
to the farmers level ? 

Several points of contact between the scientific and agricultural spheres were envisaged by 
those who designed the agricultural policy of the Empire: the national institutions themselves 
but also the network of agricultural societies and the agronomic press. 

Within the various public institutions, permanent contact was established between the 
scientists who carried our experiments and private landowners and farmers. Right from the 
start it was decided that the transformations in agriculture had to be financed and 
implemented both by the State and private actors. The sharing out of roles was simple: the 
State was to collect new species, preserve the purity of the breeds and seeds and try and 
acclimatize and hybridize them; private actors were to acquire pure or successfully hybridized 
specimens from the institutions so that they could “regenerate” their stock. Private farmers, 
for instance, could come to the national stud farms with their mares and pay to have them 
covered by stallions selected for the purity of the breed and guaranteed to be perfectly 
conform to standards. Farmers could also buy new plants and trees from the departmental 
public nurseries. Let us examine for example the imperial sheep farms. Every year since the 
decree of Germinal 10th, Year X, they had to organize a sale at auction of wool from their own 
pure Merinos or from half-breeds (half Merino, half local breed) and Merino and half-breed 
sheep born on the farm. This system was organised for several reasons. The first one was 
financial: the institutions were thus guaranteed revenues of their own; the second one was 
managerial: it enabled them to regulate their stock, in particular after the lambing period; the 
last one was agricultural: they could thus introduce Merino rams into private herds. 

Agricultural progress, and in particular the introduction of new species, was largely promoted 
by the powerful network of agricultural societies that the Directoire had reestablished in 1796 
and that the Empire had imposed systematically in each department. The Revolution had given 
the final blow to the moribund agricultural societies of the Ancien Régime with the law of 
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August 8th, 1793 but the Empire could boast having 85 of them in 1805. The initiative was 
political, then, and was a top-down policy but it was also supported by the notables in the 
departments. More important, these agricultural societies were patronized by two compelling 
authorities: at the local level, first, with the prefect who gave important subsidies which they 
needed to be able to operate but also at the national level with the Agricultural Society of the 
Seine Department, the meeting place of a real national agricultural think tank, set up by the 
Ministry of the Interior as the nerve center of all the agricultural societies. A techno-power at 
the juncture of three spheres—the administration, the scientific world and agriculture—had 
thus been created by the Empire. From Paris, the transfer of agricultural innovation was 
doubly top-down: decisions taken by the Minister of the Interior were transmitted to the 
prefects in each department who had them implemented by the local agricultural societies; 
the Agricultural Society of the Seine Department sent the yearly Mémoires it published to all 
the departmental societies and encouraged them to have them transfer instances of 
innovation locally, via, for example yearly competitions with high prizes. 

The imperial government’s willingness to transform nature and French agriculture is best 
illustrated by the “Cotton plan” which was launched in 1806. The annihilation of the Franco-
Spanish fleet at Trafalgar in October 1805 and the setting-up of the continental blockade in 
1806 cut off the supply of that raw material and so nipped in the bud the new textile industry 
which was then burgeoning. An idea was then born in the Ministry of the Interior: introducing 
cotton in the Mediterranean departments of the Empire, from Rome to Perpignan. The French 
ambassadors in Spain and Portugal and the prefects in the Italian departments were ordered 
to send reports about the experiments at acclimatizing cotton which had already been carried 
out in these south-European countries. These reports boded well for the chances of success of 
this culture. A circular from the Ministry of the Interior was promulgated on March 7th 1808 
and urged all the captains of French vessels to get hold of cotton seeds and send them to 
France, fraudulently if necessary.  

In addition, the Society of Agriculture of Paris organised a big imperial competition in 1807 
whose object was the introduction of cotton growing in France! A few projects were received 
and awarded prizes. But the supply of cotton seeds in 1807 and 1808 was slow and irregular. 
All the seeds were sent to the Bureau of Agriculture which handed them over to the Jardin des 
Plantes of the Museum of Natural History and to the national nurseries so that they could try 
and acclimatize them and report on the scientific observations which had to be taken into 
account for the future success of the operation. One year later, the seeds they had been able 
to harvest in the national nurseries were shared out among the 21 southern departments it 
had selected for the acclimatization of cotton. 

Together with the seeds, the prefects received instructions based on the results which had led 
to prizes awarded by the Society of Agriculture of the Seine and whose publication was 
financed by the Bureau of Agriculture of the Ministry of the Interior. These instructions were 
then sent down to the under-prefects and societies of agriculture who gave them to their 
members who were willing to try their hand at this new kind of crop. They all pledged they 
would try and acclimatize cotton and they had a very good reason for that: the Minister of 
Agriculture had promised, in a circular of March 20th, 1807 that any farmer who had harvested 
cotton, cleaned it and made it ready for spinning would be awarded one franc per kilo. The 
authorities at all levels of the hierarchy spared no effort to make it known. Such was the case 
of the prefect of the Gard department who had the ministry’s circular stuck on the walls of 
every village! 

It is clear then that the Napoleonic state took the necessary steps to achieve the great 
biological change it wished to bring in agriculture. 
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The transformation of living beings during the Empire: neither Austerlitz nor Waterloo ! 

Why were the results disappointing? Many reasons may explain why. Let us account for a few 
of them. 

In a so centralized agricultural state system, the dysfunctions of the bureaucracy are one of the 
reasons of the failure. The failure of the “Cotton Plan” of 1806-1808 is the best case in point. 
Many prefects accounted for the disappointing results of the attempts at growing cotton in 
their departments in 1807 and 1808. They explained that they had received few quantities of 
seeds and, even worse, that the Bureau of Agriculture had sent them far too late: some of 
them received the seeds in June and they were to be sowed in March! In 1807, out of the 21 
departments which had tried to grow cotton, only 13 managed to harvest it and in very small 
quantities. The results of the years after 1807 were still unsuccessful. The best admission of 
failure occurs in 1815, when the Agricultural Society of the department of the Seine (Paris), the 
top-head of the imperial agricultural societies network, cancel the issue of “introducing the 
cotton in the Empire” of the program of its competitions ! 

Ill-resolved scientific debates is an other reason of the disappointing results. Considering the 
number of circulars and other agronomical documents published by the Ministry of Interior, 
one may think that the Empire had no difficulty in setting out agricultural and agronomic 
norms but it was not always a matter of course. During the Napoleonic Empire, there were 
official instructions for everything in agricultural matters. The best agronomists and 
veterinaries had wrote for the Ministry of Interior instructions about the way to cultivate the 
cotton and the colonial plants, the way to introduce sweeds and curly endives, how to proceed 
for sheep and horse breeding, etc. On the one hand, the bottom-up dynamics of circulations of 
knowledge from the departemental societies of agriculture help the elites of agronomists to 
write these instructions. On the other hand, the debates in the main agronomical parisians 
institutions like the Museum of natural history, the veterinary school of Alfort or the Institut 
National create so many agricultural norms and standarts. Sometimes, in this high central 
level, the scientifical arguments are less important than political ideology. More exactly, the 
official scientifical discourse hide some political matters. The debate about horse-breeding is a 
good example of this political fact. How should horse breeds be improved: by crossing native 
breeds with foreign ones? By importing foreign purebreds, English ones, in particular? By 
preserving native breeds? The head veterinary Huzard dithered about what should be done. 
His first aim was to stop importing horses from England, even if this meant “improving the 
degenerate or degenerating native breeds by crossing them with other foreign ones.” The 
official discourse enlightened how English pure-breed is a … coward horse! Anglophobia was as 
important as scientific truth, then!  Maybe, this official Anglophobia can explain so many 
failures in selective breeding of livestock. The instructions about this issue never mentioned 
the successful Robert Backewell’s improvements in sheep, cattle and horses. 

The uncertainties of  natural science – a new discipline in progress – can explain others 
disappointing results. Probably the most important debate emphasizes this issue: are the 
natural conditions so important to introduce news species? The successful introduction of 
merinos, arabian horses and italian buffalos in France proves the natural conditions are not so 
important. But the failure of cotton and others colonial plants create confusion.  Choosing 
between sowing exotic plants or practice the transplants, this other botanical issue remained 
without definitive answer. André Thouin, the headmaster of the botanical garden of The 
Museum, recommends seeming, but the results are not particulary good. In spite of Linneus 
works’, classifying the species is an other problem for French scientists. For example, 
introducing italian buffalos for french cow-breeding was a failure : the two animals don’t 
belong to the same species ! 
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The still-birth of an agricultural policy for all can be considered like an other reason of the 
disappointing results. The agronomists who had set out the agricultural policy of the Consulate 
and the Empire had clearly said it: they were not aiming at encouraging all the farmers of 
France but only those who were enlightened, in other words, the class of educated landowners 
who had enough wealth and land to be able to carry out the prescribed experiments. When he 
toured his rural department, the Doubs, Prefect Debry did not fail from lambasting the effects 
of that policy which could not be followed by the vast majority of farmers because they were 
too poor. “The lessons of the Bureau of Agriculture and the imperial network of agricultural 
societies are useless,” he wrote. In other words, Voltaire’s satirical statement of 1750 was still 
valid under the Empire: “Useful things were written about agriculture, everybody read them, 
except the farmers.” 

At least, the imperial experiment was so short to change deeply the european agriculture. The 
agricultural policy of self-sufficiency stopped when the Empire fall down in 1815. The end of 
the continental blockade opens the custom barriers to the low-cost colonial products. 
Consequently, there is no longer any needs for cotton, tobacco and indigo cultures in Europa. 
The culture of the sugar beet and the new sugar factories face crisis with the resumption of the 
imports of cane sugar. Average cane sugar production costs are now significantly lower than 
those for beet sugar. 

 But the great napoleonic agricultural policy has seen some significant success. Some species 
were successfully acclimatized like merinos sheep, swiss and dutch cows, sweeds (from 
Scandinavia) or curly endives. Except the arabic horses, the main success concern the 
introduction of european species and races unknown by most of the french people. By 
contrast, the failure was great for the acclimatation of tropical seeds. This agricultural policy 
had also a beneficial impact on diversity in Europa, which is causing redistribution of species 
throughout the Napoleonic Empire, even if France most benefited from it.  

At least, a great biological  change occurs gradually after 1815 thanks to these agricultural 
experiments lead during the French Empire. The birth of the thoroughbred Anglo-Arabian 
horse in France in the 1840’s, the success of the sugar beet after the abolition of slavery (1838 
in England ; 1848 in France) is  two of the numerous example of their long-terme impacts. 

 


